With numerical calculations it is shown that in a Fibonacci superlattice, in a magnetic field parallel to the layers, the self-similarity in the length scale is reproduced in the energy-level structure. In particular, the cyclotron-orbit-center dispersion of the energy levels shows a field-dependent structure which is the same at values of the magnetic field, which are related by integer powers of~, the golden mean [(&5+I ) 
=EV (u -uo) . one obtains from w" the reduced pattern w"z. Similarly, the concurrent (first-order) reduction-reversal transformation (4a) (4b) b~a transfers w" into the reverse pattern of w", (i.e. , the pattern w", read from right to left). To translate the pattern w" into a one-dimensional potential, we take a as a barrier with width d, and height Vo and b as a well thus leading to . . ababbabb, where the nonassociative binary operation "~" represents (string) concatenation. It is easy to see that the length, L (w"), of the pattern w"(i.e., the total number of elementary building blocks a and b) is given by the nth Fibonacci number F", where F"=F"&+F"z,for n~3, with F, = 1 and F~= 1. Therefore the length ratio L (w")/L (w",) tends to r=(&5+I)/2, the golden mean, for increasing n, as this is a property of the Fibonacci numbers. Under this generation procedure, one can also see the self-similarity of the sequence, namely by the concurrent with width db. Two successive b s in the pattern combine to give a well 2db in width. This "comblike" potential, with irregularly spaced "teeth, " is shown in Fig. 1 For Br, the levels are seen to be "anti-self-similar, " with respect to those of B, which means self-similar if the coordinate system is inverted. These observations are illustrated more clearly in Fig. 2 In the length scale this new potential is self-similar to the previous one, because this is a property of the Fibonacci sequence. The amplitude of this new potential has a part which does not vary throughout the sample ( Vo/r ) and a spatially varying part which is just the difFerence between (6) and (7) and, using the identity r -1=1/r, equals Vo/v . This spatially varying part gives rises to the dispersion (U (uo) ). Therefore the new eff'ective potential for a scaling in the length of~is just smaller by a factor of~. Thus, the spatially varying part of the matrix element (U(uo)) has not changed, and thus the dispersion is self-similar, both in amplitude as in the length scale.
In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) we have drawn, in the lower part, the potential in reduced units of energy and lengths. The previous reasoning shows that the averaged value of the drawn potential in Fig. 1(a) The scaling property that we have derived is quite general, because the argument in the previous paragraph makes clear that the self-similar properties in a field will be observed as long as it is possible to obtain the eigenvalues of (1) 
